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What You Don’t Know Can Help You: The Ethics of
Placebo Treatment
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abstract Is it permissible for a doctor or nurse to knowingly administer a placebo in a clinical
setting? There is certainly something suspicious about it: placebos are typically said to be ‘sham’
treatments, with no ‘active’ properties and so giving a placebo is usually thought to involve
tricking or deceiving the patient who expects a genuine treatment. Nonetheless, some physicians
have recently suggested that placebo treatments are sometimes the best way to help their patients
and can be administered in an honest way.These physicians conclude that placebo treatments are
a perfectly acceptable, and ethically unproblematic, mode of treatment.
While I grant the common idea that placebos are deceptive is correct, I argue that widespread
misunderstandings concerning why this is so has led proponents of placebo treatments to respond
to the charge of deception in a way that misses the mark entirely. My goal in this paper, then,
is to develop a precise conception of what makes something a placebo, which in turn will clarify
the central charge concerning the ethics of placebo treatment, viz. that it is deceptive.

Is it permissible for a doctor or nurse to knowingly treat a patient with a placebo? There
is certainly something suspicious about it: placebos are ‘sham’ treatments, with no
‘active’ properties and so giving a placebo involves ‘tricking’ or ‘deceiving’ the patient
who expects a genuine treatment. I have put the terms ‘sham’, ‘active’, ‘tricking’,
‘deceiving’ in scare quotes: although I agree that these terms are accurate, the way in
which they apply to placebos is not, I shall argue, properly understood.
My goal in this paper, then, is to develop a precise conception of what makes
something a placebo, which in turn will clarify the central charge concerning the ethics
of placebo treatment, viz. that it is deceptive. I think this charge sticks, but the way in
which placebo treatments are deceptive is misunderstood by both opponents and proponents of placebo treatment. This misunderstanding has led some proponents to
respond to the charge of deception in a way that misses the mark entirely. I conclude by
showing that while my arguments provide a strong case against the permissibility of
placebo treatment, they do not answer another argument some proponents of placebo
treatment make.

1. Limiting the Scope: The Placebo in Clinical Practice
1.1. Excluding Placebos in Clinical Research and as ‘Lie Detectors’
I want to begin by putting aside two contexts in which placebos might be used. First, I
am not interested in the use of placebos in clinical trials. Of course, there are very
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interesting ethical issues involved here1 and any complete account of the role of placebos
in medicine would need to deal with them. The reason for splitting off clinical research
from clinical practice is just that in clinical research, the healthcare team administering
the experimental drug or treatment is not first and foremost motivated by the best
interests of each patient in the trial. As Horng and Miller put it:
The randomized, controlled trial is not a form of individualized medical
therapy; it is a scientific tool for evaluating treatments in groups of research
participants, with the aim of improving the care of patients in the future.
Clinical trials are not designed to promote the medical best interests of enrolled
patients.2
Of course, that the researchers are not motivated primarily by the participant’s best
interests does not mean that there are no constraints on how participants in clinical trials
can be treated: there are and they are quite strict.The point, simply, is that clinical trials,
by nature, are not designed to promote the best interests of the individual participants.
And so a central ethical question concerning clinical trials, including the use of placebos
in such trials, is: What constraints are imposed on the researchers given that they are not
obliged to act in the patient’s best interests?
Such a question does not arise in clinical practice, where the healthcare team is
(ideally) motivated only by the best interests of the patient (or what the patient takes to
be in her best interests).3 The question here is not, ‘Is it ethical to administer a placebo
even if it is against the patient’s best interest (as might be the case in a clinical trial)?’ but
rather, ‘Is it ethical to administer a placebo if it is in a patient’s best interest?’ Since this
is our central question, I can also put aside cases where placebos are used in a clinical
setting to distinguish ‘real’ from ‘unreal’ pain or, more strongly, to call the patient out by
demonstrating to him that he isn’t really suffering.4 Offering a placebo in these cases is
not motivated by a concern for the patient’s best interests and so they fall outside the
scope of my question.
1.2. The Central Question
The question we are concerned with is simply whether it is permissible to knowingly
give a patient a placebo if it is in the best interests of the patient (and the healthcare
team is motivated by a concern for the patient’s best interests). Some might want to
deny that it is ever in the best interests of a patient to receive a placebo. This denial
could take two forms. First, someone might deny that receiving a placebo is ever in a
patient’s best interests because placebos don’t work. But there is ample evidence —
the product of decades of rigorous studies — to support the idea that they do.5 As
such, I will put aside this form of the denial and assume that placebos really can
improve someone’s condition.
More importantly, we might also understand the denial that it is ever in a patient’s best
interests to receive a placebo as a conceptual claim. That is, someone might wonder
whether there is something in the very nature of placebo treatment that always makes it
run against a patient’s best interests. It is important to see here that if we accept the idea
that administering a placebo can improve a patient’s health, then the relevant notion of
‘best interests’ must involve more than the patient’s health. That is, the person who
wonders whether there is something in the nature of placebo treatment that always runs
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counter to a person’s best interest need not deny that a placebo can lead to medical
improvements. Instead, the claim is that there is some other consideration that outweighs,
or trumps, whatever benefit of improved health the patient enjoys. I discuss just what that
consideration might be below.6 We can now give a more precise formulation of the
question with which this paper began. The central question now is:
Central Question Granting that a placebo can improve a patient’s health, is
there something in the very nature of placebo treatment that never makes it in
a patient’s best interests and so always makes placebo treatment impermissible
in a clinical setting?
In order to answer this question, or at least understand what is at stake in answering it, we
need to understand what makes something a placebo and what the placebo effect is.
2. Placebos and the Placebo Effect
2.1. Defining ‘Placebo’ and ‘Placebo Effect’
Consider some typical definitions of ‘placebo’ and the ‘placebo effect’:
Placebo in biomedical research is a substance or procedure that is known to be
pharmacologically or physiologically inactive for the condition being evaluated.
[. . . ] The placebo effect is the sum of psychological or psychophysiological effects
occasioned by the use of a placebo.7
[The placebo effect is a] change in a patient’s condition that results from
symbolic aspects of the encounter with a healer or with a healing setting, and
not from the pharmacological or physiological properties of any remedy used.8
Placebo effects can be defined as the positive physiological or psychological
changes associated with the use of inert medication, sham procedures, or
therapeutic symbols within a healthcare encounter.9
One thing that is striking about these definitions is that they claim that placebos are
‘inert’, or ‘pharmacologically and physiologically inactive’, or devoid of relevant ‘pharmacological or physiological properties’. But there is a straightforward sense in which
these claims are false since these very same definitions acknowledge what research has
shown: placebos can induce physiological changes in a patient.10 Consider two famous
examples:11
1. In 1959 L. A. Cobb’s team ‘carried out a double-blind trial with sham operations on
19 patients with angina treated with ligation of the internal mammary artery. There
was no difference between the two groups, most of whom showed a marked improvement of their angina and exercise tolerance and some of whom improved the shape
of their electrocardiograms’.
2. In 1998 I. Hashish’s team ‘examined the effect of ultrasound on the pain and trismus
and swelling which follow wisdom tooth extraction. Wishing to determine the effective dose they found that the ultrasound machine was equally effective whether the
machine was turned on or not, provided that the patient and therapist believed it was
emitting sound’.12
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But beyond empirical evidence supporting the conclusion that placebos can induce
physiological changes, there are conceptual reasons for thinking so as well. There is no
doubt that placebos can effectively treat what we ordinarily identify as psychological
conditions. If we think that the psychological supervenes on the physical, and so also on
the physiological, then anything we identify primarily as a psychological change brought
about by a placebo will entail some sort of physiological change as well.13 As such, it just
seems trivially true that any successful placebo treatment will involve some physiological
change even when we describe the patient’s ailment and resulting improvement in purely
psychological terms.14
We might make sense of the tension in the definitions by noting that they do not deny
that placebos can induce physiological changes. Instead, what they deny is that these
changes come from any relevant physiological or pharmacological property of the
placebo.The idea seems to be that while placebos can induce physiological changes, they
do not have any physiological properties, but that non-placebos, which also induce
physiological changes, do. But now we might wonder why. If both placebos and nonplacebos can induce physiological changes, on what grounds can we conclude that the
second has physiological properties while the first does not?
I don’t mean to deny that there is something to this way of understanding the
difference between placebos and non-placebos. But what I want to emphasize is that the
question of whether a treatment has physiological properties cannot, on its own, provide
the criterion for distinguishing placebos from non-placebos because both can be physiologically effective. And in that sense both placebos and non-placebos have physiological
properties.Thus, when we classify a treatment as a placebo because it has no physiological properties, our judgment cannot depend on whether it induces physiological changes
since both placebos and non-placebos do that. And this means that if we want to define
placebos in terms of a lack of physiological properties, we have conceptual work to do
because we don’t yet know what it means for a treatment to have, or lack, physiological
properties in the relevant sense.
There are two ways we can proceed from here. First, we can attempt to develop a
conception of physiological properties that does not depend on whether or not a
treatment induces physiological changes and then use that conception to distinguish
placebos from non-placebos. Second, we can abandon the attempt to understand the
difference between placebos and non-placebos in terms of physiological properties. If we
adopt this second strategy, we can admit that both placebos and non-placebos have
physiological properties where that just means that they can both effectively induce
relevant physiological changes (and that is surely the most intuitive way of determining
whether something has physiological properties). The difference between placebos and
non-placebos, then, will be found in how or why they are able to be physiologically
effective.
2.2. A Broad Definition: The Placebo as a Causal, Cognitive Mechanism
Following the second strategy, the difference between placebos and non-placebos
emerges when we consider how non-placebos work. Consider what happens when
someone with diabetes injects insulin. Her body is unable to produce its own insulin and
so her cells are unable to take up glucose from the blood stream which, if left unabsorbed
in sufficient quantities, will effectively poison her.When injected subcutaneously, insulin
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allows cells to take up glucose so that it can be used for energy, thereby fuelling the body
of the person with diabetes and treating the her hyperglycaemia.The biochemical details
don’t really matter here. What I want to draw attention to with this example is that the
treatment (the insulin injection) works through a causal, non-cognitive mechanism. What
does that mean? The idea simply is that the efficacy of the insulin in no way depends on
the state of mind of the diabetic. More specifically, it in no way depends on any of the
diabetic’s intentional attitudes — the insulin will work regardless of the diabetic’s beliefs,
desires, wishes, hopes, fears about the insulin or anything else.
The same is not true for placebos, which operate through a causal, cognitive mechanism.What I mean by this is that placebos operate by way of an essentially psychological
mechanism: an explanation of their efficacy must necessarily invoke some subset of the
patient’s beliefs, desires, hopes — in short, some subset of the patient’s intentional
attitudes. This involves far more than the thought that the treatment results in changes
that can only be adequately understood in psychological terms — a lobotomy would
count as a placebo on this understanding of what makes something a placebo. Instead,
the idea is that the result itself — whether psychological or merely physiological —
cannot be explained as having come about without reference to some subset of the
patient’s intentional attitudes.
It should be clear by now that this does not mean that the placebo effect is a purely
psychological one (if that even makes sense): placebos can induce genuine physiological
changes as well. What it means is that a placebo’s efficacy essentially involves psychological, or cognitive, categories. Unlike with insulin, a story about how a placebo works
must include information about a patient’s state of mind.To be clear, I am proposing this
as an initial constitutive criterion for classifying a treatment as a placebo. This means that
if the effectiveness of a treatment we initially thought was a placebo can be adequately
explained in purely physiological terms, then we are not in fact dealing with a placebo.
Of course, given the supervenience thesis mentioned above, some physiological explanation will always be possible. It may, however, be inadequate in the sense that it fails to
make the right kind of sense of the change that occurs. I am assuming here, without
argument, that there are certain domains, the mental being one, where reductive or
eliminative explanations will not (usually) be adequate. The question, then, of whether
something has physiological properties is neither here nor there.The relevant question is
whether the treatment’s efficacy is essentially effected through psychological or cognitive
mechanisms.
Now this understanding of the distinction between placebos and non-placebos will
only do as a first pass, since it seems to cast the ‘placebo’ net too widely. If a placebo is
a treatment that induces a cure through a psychological mechanism, then any treatment
that aims to improve a patient’s health by altering his state of mind will count as a
placebo and the success of these treatments will count as an instance of the placebo
effect. This will include everything from psychotherapy to relaxation techniques to a
friendly bedside manner — all of which, in the right circumstances, can substantially
improve a patient’s health. Some people are happy to accept this and simply identify the
kinds of effects a positive clinician-patient interaction can have on a patient’s health as
the placebo effect.15 Others are uncomfortable with the idea that psychotherapy and
good bedside manner should be understood as placebos, while embracing the central
idea that what defines a treatment as a placebo is the fact that it operates through
psychological mechanisms. They solve the problem by insisting that something can only
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count as a placebo if it is being offered as an alternative to an effective therapeutic
intervention. And since there is no such alternative in the case of psychotherapy or good
bedside manner, these interventions do not count as placebos.16
I am suspicious of a conception of the placebo and the placebo effect that classifies
psychotherapy and good bedside manner as placebos.17 But I think we can restrict the
class of treatments we want to call placebos without imposing the ad hoc requirement
that something is a placebo only if there is a non-placebo alternative. Instead, I think we
can isolate the nature of the placebo by understanding the nature of the psychological
mechanism through which it operates. In doing so, the reason for our feelings of unease
with the idea of placebo treatment emerges rather clearly.
2.3. Narrowing the Definition: Placebos as Expectation
We know that one defining feature of placebos is that they operate through a psychological mechanism. But we also know, or at least think, that this can’t be the whole story
since all kinds of treatments that operate through psychological mechanisms are not
thereby placebos. What, then, is the psychological mechanism at play in certain treatments that make those treatments placebos? No one is quite sure how the placebo effect
is generated, but here are three fairly standard accounts (the third is specifically concerned with placebo as analgesia):
What all of these explanations [just discussed in the article] have in common
. . . is the element of expectation, the promise of help on the way that can only
be imparted by another human being.18
Research has confirmed that a fake treatment, made from an inactive substance
like sugar, distilled water, or saline solution, can have a ‘placebo effect’ — that
is, the sham medication can sometimes improve a patient’s condition simply
because the person has the expectation that it will be helpful.19
We propose that two general factors mediate placebo analgesia: (1) a desire or
need for relief of pain and (2) an expectation that a given procedure or agent will
relieve the pain.20
All three articles identify ‘expectation’ as central to the efficacy of a placebo: it is only
because the patient expects to get better that the treatment is able to work. Of course, it
does not follow from the fact that people usually take expectation to be central to the
causal efficacy of placebos that in fact it is; perhaps our intuitions on this matter are
faulty. Nonetheless, in what follows I give the appeal to expectation, as we might call it,
the benefit of the doubt and ask: if expectation is the central factor in understanding
placebos, what can it tell us about the nature of placebos and the ethics of administering
them in a clinical setting? One indication that the appeal to expectation is not misplaced
is, as I shall demonstrate below,21 that the conception of placebo it gives rise to does a
good job explaining most people’s thought that there is something fishy in prescribing
placebos in a clinical setting. Placing the concept of expectation at the heart of our
understanding of placebos opens the door to a nice explanation of this thought.
The idea that placebos operate through expectation separates placebo treatments from
other psychologically-based treatments. To take but one example: talking therapies
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clearly operate through cognitive mechanisms. The patient improves by talking about
and coming to understand various aspects of his life. But we don’t think in this case that
the patient’s expectation that he will improve is the mechanism of improvement. Indeed,
we need not attribute this kind of expectation to the patient at all: someone might find
therapy helpful in spite of his expectations to the contrary. It is easy to imagine someone
saying, ‘I didn’t expect psychotherapy to work at all, but it has worked wonders’. Of
course, this imagined scenario is by no means decisive. It is possible for someone to have
a ‘hedged’ expectation where the person does not, all things considered, expect a
particular outcome, but nonetheless entertains the thought that it might possibly
happen. In doing so, the person might manifest behaviours, or have dispositions and
patterns of thought similar to someone who genuinely expects a certain outcome. As
such, someone who does not expect therapy to work in the full-blooded sense, might
nonetheless experience the placebo effect through hedged expectation. Perhaps something like this is the best explanation of what is going on with my (admittedly underdescribed) psychotherapy patient. The point is simply that it need not be. For I all I have
said so far, various forms of psychotherapy need not automatically count as placebo
treatments. For it is not necessarily true that the cognitive mechanisms that operate
through (essentially) depends on the patient’s expectation that he will get better.
So a placebo operates through a cognitive mechanism that relies on the patient’s
expectation that he will improve. How does this expectation work? I am not interested in
how expecting to get better can cause psycho-physiological improvement. Nor am I
interested in what we might call the anthropology of what must be in place in a clinical
setting to get the right kind of expectation in play — although this is a fascinating topic.22
Instead, I am interested in what the nature of expectation, as a particular intentional
attitude, reveals about the state of mind of the person receiving the placebo. If you are
like me, you probably have the intuition that there is something strange in this. But what
is it?
The first thing to note is that there is nothing strange, in general, with the idea that
my having a certain intentional attitude is partly responsible for bringing about some
state of affairs. Moreover, that fact that some state of affairs came about as a result of
my intentional attitude can be transparent to me. Such is the case with intending as
can be illustrated by way of a simple example: Suppose I tell you that we will be
having duck soup for dinner tonight.You might wonder how I know this. Well, one way
I could know it is because I am making dinner and I intend to make duck soup. My
claim that we will be having duck soup tonight is not a prediction, as it would be if I
were asked to guess what someone else would be making for dinner, but the expression of an intention. And it is because I intend to make duck soup that I can claim to
know that we will be eating it later tonight. In other words, I can see my intention as
part of the mechanism, part of the reason, why some state of affairs, in this case eating
duck soup for dinner, comes about. I can cite my own intention in an explanation of
how it is we ended up eating duck soup for dinner. So there is in general nothing
strange in my understanding my intentional attitudes as the mechanism through which
changes in me, or the world, occur.
Perhaps the strangeness, then, lies in the particular intentional attitude implicated in
the placebo effect, namely expectation. Isn’t it strange to bring something about simply
by expecting that it will happen? Not necessarily. For whenever I sincerely intend to
do something, I expect that it will happen.23 And, as we have just seen, there is nothing
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mysterious about my intending X being the causal, cognitive mechanism through
which X comes about. But the thing to notice here is that the expectation is parasitic
on the intention, and it is in virtue of my intention that, under certain circumstances,
I can bring something about when I expect that it will happen. In other words, the
intention, and the not expectation, is the mechanism that brings X about. The expectation is epiphenomenal. And so cases where people intend to, and so expect, X and
bring X about because they intend it are not examples of the placebo effect at work.
This is important, because it allows us to demarcate another class of cognitive treatments as non-placebos. Consider, for example, someone who is able to lower her
blood pressure through cognitive relaxation techniques. Of course, this person expects
that her blood pressure will drop in virtue of her state of mind, but she expects it
because she intends it, which is just to say that she plans to take action that will result
in her blood pressure dropping. Expectation is (necessarily) present, but it is not the
mechanism of the cure.
But in a placebo treatment it is the mechanism of the cure: the cure relies on the
patient’s expectation that she will improve. And that is strange.Why? Because one cannot
treat one’s own expectation that X will occur as a reason for expecting X to occur. Put
another way: one can only expect something to happen if one believes one has independent reasons — reasons that exist apart from one’s own expectation — for expecting the
thing to happen. Indeed, I justify my expectation in terms of those other reasons. Those
reasons might have to do with my other intentional attitudes (I expect to eat duck soup
for dinner because I intend to make it), or they might have to do with facts that have
nothing to do with me (I expect the Canadiens to win the Stanley Cup because they have
a good team this year). But whatever they are, my reasons for expecting anything must
reach beyond the fact that I expect it. So, were someone to ask, ‘Why are you expecting
duck soup for dinner?’ I cannot answer, ‘Because I expect duck soup for dinner’. In other
words, and this is the key point, I cannot take my expectation as the mechanism that causes
whatever it is I expect. This is not an empirical point, but a conceptual one about the
nature of expectation. We can put the point like this: Part of what is involved in sincerely
expecting X is believing that one’s expectation is causally inert with regards to the question of
whether X will come about. To expect X is necessarily to see one’s expectation as epiphenomenal with respect to X occurring.
When we put things like this, the strangeness of the placebo effect becomes clear: the
placebo effect just is the effect that is caused by the patient’s expectation that she will get
better. But because of the nature of expectation, the patient cannot understand that her
own expectation is the causal mechanism without, at the very same time, abandoning the
expectation since part of what it is to expect something (rationally or otherwise) is to
believe that one’s expectation is causally inert with regards to the question of whether
what one expect to happen will happen. Insofar as the patient expects to get better, he
must believe there are independent reasons that support his expectation. But in the case
of a placebo it is really nothing more than his own expectation that is the means of the
cure. And so in order for the placebo to work the patient must have a false belief about
what justifies his expectation (even if it is only a negative belief to the effect that ‘However
the cure works, its causal efficacy does not depend on my expectation that it will
work’.).24 He cannot come to understand the reason that warrants his expectation that
he will get better, namely that he expects to get better.The reason that ultimately justifies
his expectation are necessarily opaque to him since to so much as expect something
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involves believing that there is something other than the fact that one expects X that
explains why one expects X (even if one cannot say anything about what that something
else is).
The upshot is that the patient cannot, in principle, come to understand the role his
cognitive attitude (of expectation) plays in the cure without thereby rendering the cure
ineffective (i.e. no cure at all). Notice that if this is right, then we have an explanation for
the empirical fact that placebos only work if the patient does not know she is taking
one.25 The empirical fact is explained by the conceptual one about the logical structure
of expectation.

3. The Ethical Issue
3.1. Answering the Charge of Deception I
If the reasons that warrant a placebo-receiving patient’s expectation that she will get
better are necessarily opaque to her, then the key ethical issue surrounding placebo
treatment in a clinical setting becomes clear: since the placebo effect necessarily involves
a lack of transparency, administering it necessarily involves deception.This is not a novel
thought. But the precise nature of the deception has not been appreciated, as standard
responses to the charge of deception reveal.
Consider the following response to the charge of deception:
The ethical problem most frequently raised regarding the administration of the
placebo is that the doctor is deceiving the patient.The patient wants an effective
treatment; instead he receives a placebo. On these grounds, some have maintained that placebo treatment will always be unethical, a violation of the
patient’s right to be honestly and fully informed about treatment.
Examined carefully, this point may be greatly overstated. The assumption upon
which this issue rides is that only through pharmacology or similarly respectable
and rational procedures can the doctor aid the patient.This has never been true,
and even in an age of evidence based medicine remains untrue. [. . . ] The placebo
is a deception only for those who would reduce treatment to a purely biomedical pursuit.
The discomfort for today’s physician in using the placebo . . . will often reflect
less ethical misgivings than an outmoded Cartesian prejudice that bodily illness
cannot be tended to by emotional means.26 [Emphasis added.]
The authors of this paper seem to be saddling their opponents with two conflicting
views. First, they sum up the charge of deception as follows: ‘the doctor is deceiving the
patient.The patient wants effective treatment; instead he receives a placebo’.The authors
here are implicitly committing their opponents to the view that placebos are ineffective,
don’t produce real results, are just shams. But their response reveals that they take their
opponents to have a different understanding of the objection, namely that while placebos
are effective (and so the patient gets what he wants), they are unrespectable or irrational
because they do not operate solely through biomedical, or as I have been putting it,
non-cognitive, causal mechanisms. And they dismiss this worry as nothing more than a
lingering Cartesian prejudice (whatever that might mean).
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But neither of these understandings of the charge that placebo treatment is deceptive
hits the mark. With regards to the first understanding, I have already shown that there is
no compelling sense in which placebos should be defined as ‘inactive’ or ‘ineffective’
since there is tremendous evidence to the contrary. So when a patient wants an effective
treatment and the doctor gives him a placebo that is effective, the patient is not being
deceived in virtue of being given something ineffective, because he is not, after all, getting
something ineffective.
The authors’ second understanding of the charge of deception also misses the mark.
The nature of the deception that I have identified as inherent in placebo treatment does
not rest on a distinction between treatments that operate only through biomedical
mechanisms and those that do not: as I have argued, there are all kinds of treatments that
are effective only through cognitive causal mechanisms that are not, thereby, placebos. As
such, identifying certain kinds of treatments as placebos, and so unethical, does not
depend on the so-called Cartesian prejudice that ‘bodily illness cannot be tended to by
emotional means’, since my analysis allows that bodily illness can ‘be tendered to by
emotional means’ — means which are not placebos. Moreover, in a treatment like
psychotherapy, where the cure is effected through cognitive, causal mechanisms, there is
no expectation on the patient’s part that the cure will be come about through purely
biomedical means. Where, then, is the deception?
What the authors fail to see is that the placebo/non-placebo distinction does not rest
on the distinction between non-cognitive, causal mechanisms and cognitive, causal
mechanisms of cure, but on a particular kind of cognitive, causal mechanism of cure versus
every other kind of mechanism of cure (cognitive or non-cognitive). And, as I have shown, the
particular kind of cognitive, causal mechanism of cure involved in placebo treatments,
depending as it does on the intentional attitude of expectation, necessarily involves
deception.
3.2. Answering the Charge of Deception II
Another common response to the charge of deception recognizes that there is something
less than truthful about placebo treatment but denies that this is the same as deceiving
the patient. Consider the following two suggestions for how to be honest with a patient
to whom one gives a placebo:
The way that the physician reports the nature of the placebo she is offering is
important here, as she tries to maximise the therapeutic effect without being
dishonest with the patient. A possible statement might take the form of: ‘I would
like to offer you a pill which I believe can help lessen your suffering. I do not
know exactly how it works. I have other pills to offer whose mechanism is
clearer, but I am not sure that they will work better for you, and they may also
entail more serious side effects’. In this manner, the physician is being open and
honest with the patient.27
[Dr Walter A. Brown] imagines the doctor saying something like this [to a
patient he wants to prescribe a placebo for]: ‘Mrs Jones, the type of depression
you have has been treated in the past with either an antidepressant medicine or
psychotherapy, one of the talking therapies.These two treatments are still widely
used and are options for you. There is a third kind of treatment, less expensive
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for you and less likely to cause side effects, which also helps many people with
your condition.This treatment involves taking one of these pills twice a day and
coming to our office every two weeks to let us know how you’re doing. These
pills do not contain any drug. We don’t know exactly how they work; they may
trigger or stimulate the body’s own healing processes. We do know that your
chances of improving with this treatment are quite good. If after six weeks of
this treatment you’re not feeling better we can try one of the other treatments.28
The thought here is that since the doctor does not tell the patient anything false, the
doctor is not deceiving the patient. And to further flesh out this line of thought, the
doctors might point out that this is just the explanation they might give of a nonplacebo treatment that is not well understood. In such a case, there is no thought that
the patient is being deceived. And so, the reasoning might go, there is no reason to
think that exactly the same explanation is deceptive in the case of describing a
placebo.
Furthermore, we cannot complain that the explanation is incomplete and, as such,
unable to form the basis for the patient’s consent. Or, if we do, then we must be prepared
to level the complaint against most, if not all, explanations that doctors and nurses give
when explaining treatments. In the very least, such explanations often exclude an
account of the causal mechanism through which the treatment works for the simple
reason that most patients cannot understand the explanation. More often than not, a
treatment will be described in terms of its effects — its risks and benefits — and this is
just what the doctors above propose doing with placebo treatments. On the face of it, the
kind of explanation offered above is just another instance of the kinds of explanations
that are unproblematically provided to patients all the time.
There is something to this line of thought: if nothing else, it cautions us from
criticizing the proposed explanations on the grounds that they are incomplete and so
unable to form the basis for a patient’s consent. But the conclusion that the kind of
explanation offered above is just another instance of the kind of explanation offered for
non-placebos is wrong. The reason emerges when we consider the unique way the
incompleteness of the explanation functions in placebo cases.
The first thing to note is that the sort of explanation of the placebo treatment that the
doctors suggest is not simply incomplete but necessarily incomplete.The same is not true
of non-placebo treatments: there is no principled reason why patients could not be told
the intricacies of the causal mechanism through which a non-placebo treatment works.
Of course, there are all kinds of practical reasons why patients are rarely, if ever, so
informed — the details of the treatment might elude them, or make them squeamish or
nervous. Perhaps the patient insists that they do not want to know the details and
demand that the doctor simply ‘do what works’. But, and this is the crucial point, there
is nothing in the nature of the treatment itself that demands that the patient receive less
than complete information. This means that while actual practices of getting informed
consent from patients for non-placebo treatment might fall away from the ideal — i.e.
complete information about the nature of the procedure — they need not: the ideal of
informed consent is not necessarily at odds with the method of treatment. The same is
not true in the case of placebo treatments: the nature of the cognitive causal mechanism
through which the placebo is effective precludes the possibility of the ideal of informed
consent being met.
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The relevance of this point is not immediately clear, for we might wonder whether
there’s really an ethical difference between an incomplete explanation that, for practical
reasons, falls away from the ideal and an incomplete explanation that, conceptually, must
always fall away from the ideal. I won’t answer that point here. But the fact that a certain
kind of treatment is necessarily at odds with an enshrined principle of clinical ethics
should give us pause about prescribing it.
But the fact that an explanation to a patient of how a placebo works must be
incomplete does not yet show that prescribing a placebo is deceptive. Nonetheless,
understanding why the explanation is incomplete reveals that it is deceptive. For in
offering an essentially incomplete explanation, the doctor actually aims to induce a false
belief in the patient about the treatment. Both of the suggested explanations about
placebo treatments offered above give the patient some expectation that he will improve
with the treatment. For reasons we have seen, that expectation necessarily involves the
belief that the expectation is causally inert with respect to the effectiveness of the
treatment: this is part of what it is to expect something. Thus, insofar as the doctor aims
to induce expectation in the patient, she aims to induce the belief (in the patient) that the
cure is effected through some process other than the patient’s expectation. Indeed, it is
crucial to the inculcation of the expectation that the patient be given some reason to
expect the treatment will work since, as we have seen, expectation demands a justification other than itself. We can see this strategy at work particularly clearly in Brown’s
imagined explanation to Mrs Jones of her placebo treatment: he tells her that the
treatment contains no drug. But then he immediately adds that the treatment might
function by ‘trigger[ing] or stimulat[ing] the body’s own healing processes’. Of course,
there’s a sense in which this is true: the body heals itself through the cognitive mechanism of expectation. But the explanation suggests that the process is non-cognitive: the
treatment will simply cause (stimulate, trigger) the body to heal itself regardless of what
the patient expects.
The point here is not just that the patient has a false belief about her treatment —
surely a common occurrence. And it is not necessarily the healthcare team’s responsibility to always correct these false beliefs (though in some cases it surely is). What is
crucially different in the case of a patient who is receiving a placebo is that the false belief
is induced by the healthcare team and then used as a part of the treatment. And inducing
a false belief in order to manipulate another person — even for that person’s betterment
— is surely deceptive. So, even though doctors and nurses would not be lying to their
patients if they explained a placebo treatment in the way Brown or the others suggest,
they will still be deceiving them. And this isn’t a surprise, since it is perfectly possible to
deceive people without lying to them.29
Notice too that clarifying the way in which placebos are essentially deceptive
explains the sense in which they are ‘shams’. What makes the treatment a sham is
not that it is ‘inactive’ or has no physiological properties — we’ve already seen that
that is not a helpful way to think about it — but that it essentially involves deception. It is a sham in essentially and necessarily purporting to be something that it
is not. Often it is purporting to be a non-cognitive, causal cure. But it need not be. It
could purport to be a cognitive, causal cure, like psychotherapy, which does not rely
for its efficacy on the patient’s expectation. But it cannot purport to be what it is: a
cognitive, causal cure that works by inducing in the patient the expectation that he will
improve.
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4. Conclusion
If placebo treatments are necessarily deceptive we might conclude that they are impermissible in a clinical setting. But that does not follow. Someone might grant that
placebo treatment is necessarily deceptive, but think that the costs of deception are
outweighed by the gains, such as relieving someone’s suffering. Consider the views of
placebo researcher Michael Jospe as recounted in an article for the magazine FDA
Consumer:
Some circumstances, [says Jospe,] justify this kind of benevolent deception —
like when a patient insists on a medicine that is unnecessary and carries needless
risks.
‘You’ve got to be there on the oncology ward’, Jospe says, ‘and see how suffering
people get so demanding of drugs that might be extremely harmful to them. If
you look at sugar pills in the broader context of a supportive doctor-patient
relationship rather than just as ripping off the patient, you may come to a
different conclusion’ about the ethics of placebos.30
Even here, there is a misunderstanding about what the real worry surrounding placebos
is: the considerations I’ve raised against placebo treatment have nothing to do with
‘ripping off the patient’. Indeed, I’ve granted that placebos can be effective at treating
illness and so offered benevolently. But Jospe’s main point is clear enough: he does not
deny that there is something deceptive about giving a placebo, but he simply thinks that
such deception is justified in certain cases.
Nothing I have said responds to this kind of view, which acknowledges the costs of
deception that come with placebo treatments. But it is worth noticing the following
two points. First, even if we do think placebo treatment is justifiable, it cannot become
the standard of care unless the standard of care is totally unknown to patients (otherwise, it would no longer be effective). Second, and more important, an argument
of the kind offered by Jospe must ultimately engage with the question of how the
ideals that are usually taken to inform the ethics of clinical care — beneficence, nonmaleficence, autonomy and justice — interact. In particular, an argument in favour
of placebo treatment must argue that beneficence can at least sometimes override
autonomy since placebo treatments essentially run counter to the ideal of informed
consent, which is central to the ideal of patient autonomy. In offering such an
argument, a proponent of placebo treatment would effectively be suggesting that
autonomy not be the master value, or trump consideration, that it currently is in
clinical practice.31 And so a complete discussion of the place of placebo treatments
in clinical practice will, in effect, be a discussion about the place of patient autonomy
in medicine.
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